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Summary

Utilising a critical theoretical perspective, this work examines contemporary
corporatised tourism and capitalist globalisation. This analysis suggests that
marketisation limits the understanding of the purposes of tourism to its commercial
and “industrial” features, thereby marginalising wider understandings of the social
importance of tourism.

Sklair’s conceptualisation of capitalist globalisation and its dynamics, as expressed in
his “sociology of the global system” (2002), is employed to understand the
corporatised tourism phenomenon. This thesis explains how a corporatised tourism
sector has been created by transnational tourism and travel corporations,
professionals in the travel and tourism sector, transnational practices such as the
liberalisation being imposed through the General Agreement on Trade in Services
negotiations and the culture-ideology of consumerism that tourists have adopted.
This thesis argues that this reaps profits for industry and exclusive holidays for
privileged tourists, but generates social and ecological costs which inspire vigorous
challenge and resistance.

This challenge is most clearly evident in the alternative tourism movement which
seeks to provide the equity and environmental sustainability undermined by the
dynamics of corporatised tourism. Alternative tourism niches with a capacity to
foster an “eco-humanism” are examined by focusing on ecotourism, sustainable
tourism, pro-poor tourism, fair trade in tourism, community-based tourism, peace
through tourism, volunteer tourism and justice tourism. While each of these
vii

demonstrates certain transformative capacities, some prove to be mild reformist
efforts and others promise more significant transformative capacity. In particular,
the niches of volunteer tourism and justice tourism demonstrate capacities to mount a
vigorous challenge to both corporatised tourism and capitalist globalisation. Since
the formation of the Global Tourism Interventions Forum (GTIF) at the World Social
Forum gathering in Mumbai in 2004, justice tourism has an agenda focused on
overturning corporatised tourism and capitalist globalisation, and inaugurating a new
alternative globalisation which is both “pro-people” and sustainable.

Following the development of these original, macro-level conceptualisations of
tourism and globalisation, this thesis presents a micro-level case study of an
Indigenous Australian tourism enterprise which illustrates some of these dynamics in
a local context. Camp Coorong Race Relations and Cultural Education Centre
established and run by the Ngarrindjeri Aboriginal community of South Australia has
utilised tourism to foster greater equity and sustainability by working towards
reconciliation through tourism. The Ngarrindjeri have also experienced conflicts
generated from the pressures of inappropriate tourism development which has
necessitated an additional strategy of asserting their Indigenous rights in order to
secure Ngarrindjeri lifeways.

The case study analysis suggests that for alternative tourism to create the
transformations that contemporary circumstances require, significant political change
may be necessary. This includes fulfilment of economic, social and cultural rights to
which a majority of nations have committed but have to date failed to implement.
While this is a challenge for nation-states and is beyond the capacities of tourism

viii

alone, tourism nonetheless can be geared toward greater equity and sustainability if
the perspective that corporatised tourism is the only option is resisted. This thesis
demonstrates that another tourism is possible; one that is geared to public welfare,
human fulfilment, solidarity and ecological living.
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Preface

One’s perspective on things is perhaps irrevocably shaped by experiences and
insights that are gained in one’s early years. This is certainly the case for me. I
come from a small island just off the coast of North Carolina in the United States and
in my heart this is my island. When my mother moved to this island just over fortytwo years ago, it had a permanent population of some five hundred souls, but these
would be joined in summer by (wealthier) people from upstate and interstate who
had holiday homes on our island. At that time we still had the swamps and the
marshes that were a feature of many southern coastal areas. We had alligators and
fresh water turtles, as well as egrets and other marsh birds which thrived on the mud
and marsh that sat between our island and the mainland. We also had foxes, bears
and even the odd mountain lion in addition to numerous possums, raccoons and
squirrels that featured in this area. On the seashore, loggerhead sea turtles would
bury their eggs in summer and after nearly two months their hatchlings would then
try to make the precarious journey from the shore to the sea. Seashells abounded in
these prolific waters. This is how my family made a living, collecting and trading
sea shells and selling them to the tourists in the summer season. Locals complained
about the impacts of outsiders (among which my family was included), but still built
their businesses and jobs on the economic opportunities that these outsiders offered
to their small, poor and out-of-the-way community. Life had a rhythm to it: summer
brought the tourists and second-home owners, higher prices in our shops and
increased traffic on our one road and bridge off the island; but winter followed when
life returned to a more sedate pace, prices lowered, we had the island to ourselves
and the shells washed up on the shore from the winter storms.
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The peak would always be the week of the fourth of July as nearby Southport held
one of the country’s oldest celebrations. Over the years, visitation for this event
escalated from a few thousand visitors, to 1972 when the Fourth of July Festival was
declared as the official North Carolina Fourth of July Festival and visitation
skyrocketed to tens of thousands more tourists. Today more than 50,000 people are
attracted to this small community during this time. It was in my teenage years that I
noticed that many locals would choose to stay at home rather than join the long
queue of cars that would take hours to reach the highlight of the festival, the annual
parade. Most were working long hours during this time in order to make the money
that would tide them over in the off-season.

Things changed dramatically during these years. A permanent bridge replaced the
floating, pontoon bridge that a drunken barge boat captain knocked out in 1971.
Numerous facilities were built to service the tourists which the locals grew to
appreciate, including cafes, restaurants, bars, large retail chains, a cinema and
entertainment complexes featuring arcade games, water slides and miniature golf.
This ameliorated the boredom for youth and mitigated the need for adults to travel
some seventy-five miles to access such facilities on the mainland.

As the ranks of second-home owners increased and were joined by other types of
tourists, more facilities were developed including golf courses, marinas, hotels and
up-market residential developments, some of which attracted the more wealthy locals
as clients, but more often provided much needed employment in this rather poor area
of the state.
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I do not know when it was that I realised that the Island I loved no longer existed.
Perhaps it was the secret joy that hurricanes brought as potential sources of cleansing
the coastline which made me aware that my relationship to this place had altered as
dramatically as the place itself.

What is this Island (no longer my Island) like now? The marshes have given way to
elite coastal properties vying for that elusive “water view”. What place is there now
for the alligators and egrets whose habitat no longer exists? Bears and mountain
lions have long since gone. Possums still turn up on people’s doorsteps, rummaging
through rubbish or pet food, or feature as road kill on ever busy streets. Loggerhead
turtles are endangered, but some tourist facilities have fostered conservation projects
to protect their nests for the numerous tourists who wish to view them in the egglaying and hatching periods. What peace can laying mothers or hatchlings find on a
beach where every bit of the coastline is now privatised and developed; where human
activity has increased dramatically and safe habitat has receded? Seashells can no
longer be found in much of these coastal waters due to habitat destruction through
repeated dredging to deepen channels, and the over-exploitation of shell-collectors,
both tourists and professionals. And what about the locals with whom I grew up?
They are moving away, inland, leaving the Island to the newcomers. There are a
multitude of reasons, including: the loss of social amenity as noise and congestion
disrupt well-being; increased costs of living which come from inflation, higher taxes
and more costly insurance rates; and perhaps most ironically, a loss of “place
attachment” as what they had loved about their island no longer exists and is unlikely
to return.
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This true, anecdotal story of my childhood is iconic of the tourism phenomenon.
There is an inherent tendency for tourism to lay the “seeds of its own destruction”
(Crick, 1989, p. 338). As it seeks to capitalise on the attractions of place, people and
lifestyle, it inevitably changes the assets that were the original attraction. Numerous
reactions can flow from a realisation of such dynamics. Developers attune to a
globalised world know that replacement destinations for their investments abound.
Local government and others interested in maintaining the place realise that sound
planning and management are needed to retain the essence of the attraction and will
try to manage and mitigate the impacts of change. Some locals and visitors will
embrace the changes as a more upmarket and entertaining place is developed and the
unpleasant features of the past (such as smelly swamps, poor infrastructure and
dangerous wildlife) disappear. Those who choose to abandon the locality perhaps
move on to more amenable places as change brings opportunities to access jobs,
education and experiences not available in their former locality.

But my reaction is to ask: what is lost? My place, my culture and my habitat no
longer exist. Like the alligator and the loggerhead sea turtle I must adjust myself to
changes beyond my control and to my detriment. But it is not just the three of us
who are out of kilter with the profound changes upon us. Nor is this simply a
personal lament, but possibly an inexorable outcome of present circumstances, for
my Island is only one among a multitude of places experiencing the same dynamics
around the globe. At the time that my swamp was being slowly stifled by
encroaching development, the swamps and mangroves of Cancun, Mexico were
being filled in to create a resort destination in a formerly pristine area.
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I must emphasise that I am not a “knee-jerk” anti-tourist. As stated, my family were
originally tourist encroachers on my Island and we made our enjoyable living from
selling shells to the tourists. Members of my family, including myself, have also
been frequent tourists over the years, enjoying the habitats of others and perhaps
contributing unwittingly to similar profound changes in other places.

The intuition seeded in my youth has sparked my interest in this thesis on
contemporary tourism and globalisation. The analysis which follows moves beyond
anecdote to examine the dynamics of contemporary tourism under the dominant
capitalist system driven by the economic imperatives of unrestrained economic
growth and development. It is suggested that such dynamics hold grave implications
for our collective well-being and we should ask ourselves whether “another world is
possible”.1

1

The phrase “another world is possible” became the catchcry of the global justice movement
following the Porte Alegre, Brazil meeting of the World Social Forum in 2001. As will be discussed
in Chapters three, four and five, the global justice and justice tourism movements oppose capitalist
globalisation and envision a more just, equitable and sustainable alternative. See the World Social
Forum Charter of Principles for an outline of the contours of this vision at
http://www.forumsocialmundial.org.br/main.php?id_menu=4&cd_language=2.
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